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Abstract
The banking sector has a dominant role in the process of mediating and dispersing the finances of the economical
subject with suffice towards the ones with a deficit. Although it is well known fact that the banking sector plays the
major role in the enhancing and developing of a country’s economy, it is evident that this sector is under big
influence of the changes within the financial environment-regarding the situation of the capital market on a global
scale. If the banking sector functions efficiently, give loans to support the enterprises, it leads to bigger
consumption-meaning that for the population of the country the banking sector is highly valued and trusted.
The paper examines the structure and the profitability of the banking sector in Republic of Macedonia comparing
with the banking sectors of some countries in the region.
Keywords: bank’s profitability, ROA, ROE, net-interest margin, non-performing loans, Basel III Accord
1. Introduction
It is essential for a country to have well structured and profitable banking sector in order to have more competitive
and successful banking sector. For the existence of this kind of sector of particular importance is the range of profit
that is realized by the banks. The stability of the financial system depends on the profitability of the banking sector.
General problem of the banking sector in the Republic of Macedonia is the downward trend of its profitability in
the past few years.
The main objective of this paper is to answer the following questions:
 Who are the most important reasons for the negative trend in the Macedonian banking sector's profitability?
 What needs to be changed in this sector to improve this situation?
Further down in this paper, through comparative analysis (with the banking sectors of other countries in the region)
and research of its profitability, we will show the real situation in which at this point is the Macedonian banking
sector.
The basic hypothesis that is tested in the paper is: If the structure of the banking sector in Republic of Macedonia is
consolidates, then the trend of banks' profitability will be positive.To prove the hypothesis we used methods that
will be based on:
 Content analysis of various domestic and foreign banking system reports, banking system indicators,
publications and Financial statements of the National Bank of the Republic of Macedonia (NBRM).
 Comparative analysis.
The research paper is structured as follows. At the beginning, before we give the analysis of its profitability, it is
crucial to present the structure and competition of the Macedonian banking sector in order to draw a conclusion
whether are needed changes in the bank’s structure.
The scope of the research is covering explanation of the mentioned objective and will depend on the knowledge
that already exists in the literature and is provided by different authors that made past research in this field as well
as on the data and analysis of the financial statements that are provided by home and foreign financial institutions.
Popovska (2008) provide a complex analysis of the performance of the commercial banking sector. Her findings
showed that the basic problems in the Macedonian banking sector are: inadequate competition, high concentration
of bank capital in a small number of big banks and undeveloped structure of services for the clients.
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Accordingg to CEA (2005) the structurre of the Macedonian bankinng sector is higghly concentraated and resultss in a
low compeetition in this sector.
s
Findings oof Davcev and Hourvouliadees (2009) show
wed that the moost important ddeterminants oof bank profitab
bility
are: Returnn on total Asseets, total loss onn loans and opperative expensses are significcant only in thee ROE profitab
bility.
Croatian B
Banking Assocciation (2009) eexamined the reasons for thee decline in thee profitability of banks in Crroatia
compared to other counntries in the reegion. Accordiing to this anaalysis, there arre two reasonss for this declined:
short-term
m (profit and sttability of the banking systeem) and long-tterm (ability tto attract addittional capital).. The
general coonclusion is thhat low bank pprofit means thhat the econom
my remains wiithout one of tthe most impo
ortant
factors forr its growth andd developmentt.
Madzova ((2011) examinned the opportuunities and chaallenges of intrroducing of Baasel III. She em
mphasized that their
introductioon will result in
i an increasinng in the bankk costs. These indicate that w
we can expectt a reduction in the
profitabilitty of the Maceedonian bankinng sector, but nnot a problem iin their fulfillm
ment.
The mentiioned researchh and findings represent thee basis of our research, whicch is a small contribution to the
modest ressearch that wee have on thiss topic. The paaper contributees to the existting literature by researching the
performannce of the bannking sector oof which depends the econoomic growth aand developm
ment of a coun
ntry’s
economy.
2. The Strructure of the Banking Secttor in Republlic of Macedon
nia
In this parrt, we will disccuss the data aabout the num
mber of banks functioning onn the territory of the Republlic of
Macedoniaa, and analysis is made wheether the numbber of the bannks means effiicient functionning of the ban
nking
sector.
The bankinng sector of thee Republic of M
Macedonia connsists of 17 privately owned bbanks and 8 deepositories and
d loan
houses (saavings houses).. (Note 1) Althhough there aree fully functionnal depositoriess and loan houuses (saving houses),
still the maajor role in thee financial marrket is played bby the banks. IIn 13 of these bbanks, major sshareholders arre the
foreign ow
wners.

Fiigure 1. Share of each bank iin the total asseets of the bankking system
NBRM (2012). Report on Bannking System of the Republic of Macedonnia in the seconnd quarter of 2012.
2
Source: N
Skopje, p. 9.
Most of thhe total assetss of the bankiing sector are concentrated in the three llargest banks which indicate the
existence oof a large conncentration in tthe banking syystem. (Figuree 1). This meaans that the M
Macedonian ban
nking
system is iin a group of monopolistic
m
coompetitive maarkets, with a rrelatively low llevel of compeetition.
The high cconcentration inn the banking sector in Maceedonia also meeans that there aare banks, poppularly called by
b the
IMF and thhe WB “pockeet banks”- meaaning that thesee are smaller bbanks that are uused as a cheaap source of fin
nance
for certain groups and/orr individuals inn the country. S
Some of these ssmaller banks (banks with asssets less than 6.200
6
million deenars) (Note 2)) realized smalll-scale activities, lower com
mpetition, and passive operattion on the ma
arket.
These bankks should seekk for a solutionn in finding strrategic investorrs or in emergiing with other banks.
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Having into consideration the critical point mentioned above about the banking sector in Republic of Macedonia
we can offer a few suggestions that follow. Firstly, in order to stop the opening of new and operating of the existing
small noncompetitive banks, that more than often are the reason why the total profit of the banking sector is getting
lower, it is necessary to take several precaution measures. The most exceptional attention should be paid to
establishing the conditions under which a permit for opening a bank is granted-meaning, increasing of the
minimum requested ownership capital (which according to the latest Banking Law is increased from 3, 5 to 5
million Euros) (NBRM, 2006) and the authority and the reputation of the person who intends to open a bank. Next,
attention should be paid to the qualities and qualifications of the person who is meant to be the general
manager-weather that person has the capacity for proper managing of the bank - to be closely controlled especially
when it comes to giving loans with a high-risk factor-whether the loans are given to persons closely related to the
managerial staff of the bank (so called connected crediting). Furthermore, it is necessary to have liable information
on the legality of the capital that the person who wants to open a bank is giving as a deposit. Then, it is also
important to establish a strict supervision according to the international standards, to publish on time the eventual
measures for correction and enhancing of the functioning taken by the National Bank of Republic of Macedonia
(NBRM) about the banks that encounter functional problems.
3. Comparative Analysis of Macedonian Banking Sector Profitability
3.1 Macedonian Banking Sector – It’s Profitability
In order to compare the profitability of the Macedonian banking system, further in this text, first we will present
information about the profits that the Macedonian banks makes (ranked according to how big they are) and we will
make an analysis of the profitability with the banking sectors in some countries in the region.
The profitability of the banking system of a country is measured by the rate of return of assets (ROA), the rate of
return of equity (ROE) and Net interest margin in order to better measurement the bank performances.
ROA indicates how well bank management used its total amount of assets (loans and investments) to earn
income, or how much profit is created of each dollar in assets. (Center for Financial Training, 2010)
Although ROA provides useful information about bank profitability that is not what the bank owners care about
most. They are more concerned about how much bank is earning on their equity investment that is measured by the
return on equity -ROE. (Mishkin, 2012)
ROE shows how much the bank earned in comparison with the share holders’ capital (Petkovski, 2009).
Investors can compare a bank's ROA and ROE to those of other banks to see how it performed relative to the
other banks. A bank's ratios for several years can be reviewed to determine whether they have remained the same,
increased, or decreased. A bank's ratios that decrease or stay the same are cause for concern. (Center for
Financial Training, 2010)
A bank’s net interest margin is the difference between the interest it receives on its securities and loans and the
interest it pays on deposits and debt, divided by the total value of its earning assets. (Hubbard and O’Brien,
2012)
In table 1 are given standards for ROA and ROE indicators from lowest to highest. These standards will help us
to determine on what level of this scale is the Macedonian banking sector.
Table 1. Standards for ROA and ROE
RATING ROA

RATING ROE

Low - Bellow 0.5%

15% - after taxation

Satisfying - 0.5% - 1%

25% - before taxation

Good - 1% - 2%
High - Above 2%
Source: Popovska, K (2008). Commercial Banking – Success and profitability. Skopje,”Institute of economics” – Skopje, p. 167.
Qin.X and Pastory.D. (2012). Commercial Banks Profitability Position: The Case of Tanzania, p.137.

In the following text will be analyzed the trend of profitability observed by groups of banks and the entire banking
sector in the country. The analysis is made by the following key indicators of the bank’s profitability: ROAA,
ROAE and Net interest rate/operational costs.
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Table 2. R
Rate of return of
o average asseets (ROAA)
Group

9/30/2010

9/30/2011

09/30/2012*

Large bank
ks

1.0%

0.9%

0.8%

Medium-siize banks

-0.5%

-1.7%

0.2%

Small-size banks

-2.4%

-2.8%

-4.8%

Banking syystem

0.5%

0.1%

0.3%

Table 3. R
Rate of return of
o average equiity (ROAE)
Group

9/30//2010

9/30/2011

30.09.20122*

Large banks

11.1%
%

9.3%

7.7%

Medium-size banks

-4.2%
%

-14.5%

1.5%

Small-size baanks

-6.1%
%

-8.7%

-23.9%

Banking system

4.0%
%

1.0%

2.3%

* Quarterly inndicators are reduuced on an annual basis.
Source: NBR
RM - according daata from individuaal banks.

nking
As shown in Tables 2 annd 3, the large bbanks have thee largest share in the financiaal results of thee complete ban
wer compared to the previouus period. But, in Septemberr 2012, it is no
otable
sector, thoough their proffitability is low
that the m
medium-size banks raised thheir profits coompared to thhe same periodd the previous considered years
y
(Septembeer 2010, 2011)) and the small-size banks hhave losses andd their profitabbility and it is at the lowest level
compared to the other tw
wo groups of banks (NBRM, 2011).
Reduced leending activityy, reduced operational efficieency, low markket share, increease in non-peerforming loans, the
higher reseervations amouunt of bad loanns are among tthe reasons forr the lowered pprofitability off small-sized banks.
This tendss to support ourr previous sugggestion for meergers or underrtaking of smaaller banks.
Table 4. N
Net interest ratee/operational ccosts
Group

9/30/2011

30.09.2012

Large banks

103.9

131.1

Medium-size b
banks

72.6

85.4

Small-size bank
ks

35.8

62.8

Banking system
m

88.4

93.7

-

opperative costs

-

innterest expensees

- interesst income
- impairm
ment

- otheer regular incom
me
- nett commission iincome

Figure 2. A
Absolute increease/decrease oof the major revvenue and exppenditure comppared to the saame period lastt year
Source: NB
BRM (2012): Report
R
on bankking system off the Republic of Macedoniaa in the third quuarter of 2012, p.60
i
incom
me and operative costs observeed by groups oof banks and for the entire ban
nking
In Table 4 are presented interest
o Macedonia. From the data it can be conclluded that therre is a trend of increased cove
erage
system of tthe Republic of
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of the operative costs with interest income. However, despite this trend, the amount of the operative costs is
relatively high. On 09.30.2012, this amount was about 200 million denars higher than the same period last year
(Figure 2).
An important component of bank operating expenses is the interest payments that it most make on its liabilities,
particular on its deposit. (Mishkin, 2007) The banks explain increased operative costs as a result of 11.3% annual
increase of deposit insurance premiums that in fact corresponds to the annual growth of bank deposits. Increased
operative costs are one of the factors for decreased profitability of the total banking system.
3.2 International Comparative Analysis of the Macedonian Banking Sector
In order to get a better perspective on the level of profitability of the Macedonian banking sector, it is necessary to
make a comparison to the profitability of other banking sectors in some of the countries in the region. (Note 3) The
analysis included more countries in the region: Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Bulgaria, Romania, Czech
Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovenia and Croatia.
We compare three key profitability indicators: ROA, ROE and non-performing loans.

14.00%
12.00%
10.00%
8.00%
6.00%
4.00%
ROA

2.00%

ROE

0.00%
-2.00%
-4.00%

Figure 3. ROA and ROE in certain countries
Sources: UniCredit CEE Strategic Analysis (2012): CEE Banking Outlook.
NBRM (2012): Report on Banking System of Republic of Macedonia in 2011.
The comparison with the mentioned countries showed that ROA and ROE of the Macedonian banking system are
in the middle of the list of analyzed countries (behind Serbia, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Poland and Croatia), but
still they are below the determined standards (Figure 3).
Along with the previously mentioned indicators, in order to evaluate the profitability of the banking sector, the
percentage of the non-performing loans that the banks have in their portfolios can serve, too. A negative change in
this indicator can significantly affect the profitability of the banks. Increased bad loans means that banks allocate
higher provisions for risky loans - higher costs which, particularly, has a negative impact on the financial results of
smaller banks.
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Figuree 4. Rate of noonperforming loans, by sector
Source: N
NBRM (2012). Report on Baanking System
m of Republic of Macedoniaa in the seconnd quarter of 2012.
2
Skopje, p.19.
The percenntage of the non-performing
n
g loans is conntinually goingg up (except ffor March 20112) and the big
ggest
contributioon to the grow
wth rate actuallly has the nonn-performing loans given too the companiies (Figure 4).. The
companiess cannot repayy the loans duue to the recession and the long period oof illiquidity oof the Macedo
onian
economy. Reduced liquuidity suggestts that firm’s investments are less proffitable. The ppercentages off the
non-perforrming loans inn Macedonia annd in several oother countries in the region aare presented iin Table 5.
Table 5. N
Nonperformingg loans (in %) bby countries
Countries

Noonperforming Loaans (in %)

Date

Albania

14..4%

2011

Macedonia

9.1

2011

B&H

11..7%

2011

Croatia

11..5%

2011

Slovenia

3.77

2010

Montenegro

25%
%

2011

Bulgaria

13..5%

2011

Romania

13..4%

2011

Serbia

18..6%

2011

Czech Repubblic

5.66%

2011

Hungary

10..4%

2011

Poland

8.44%

2011

Source: htttp://data.worlddbank.org/indicator/FB.AST
T.NPER.ZS
t percentagee of the nonpeerforming loanns in Macedonnia, which is 99.1%, is no su
uch a
As shownn in Table 5, the
problem iff we compare the percentagges of Albaniaa (14.4%), of C
Croatia (11.5%
%), of Montennegro (25%) an
nd of
Bulgaria (13.5%). On thhe other hand, Slovenia has only 3.7% andd Czech Repubblic has 5.6% of non-performing
loans and iit is a good inddicator that mucch more can bee done to lowerr the Macedonnian percentagee of these loanss-that
will eventuually lead to ennhancement off the profitabiliity of the bankks. There are a lot of reasons for the existen
nce of
these non--performing loans, and some of them are ass follows:
mpanies’ posssibilities of deevelopment annd how capable the
- Banks doo not have reaal informationn about the com
certain bussiness is to gennerate profit. The banks do noot have a solid basis to evaluaate how capable they are to return
the loans tthey take;
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- Absence of adequate credit risk management policy;
- Lame capacity of the human resources for a proper revision of the credit risks and absence of adequate training in
the field
Popovska, suggests that in order to lower the percentage of the non-performing loans “it is necessary to establish
rating agencies, more efficient exchange of credit information within the banking system, to have efficient policy
and procedures concerned with the risk management and to have a prudent supervision”. (Popovska, 2008)
4. Basel III Accord and Bank's Profitability
The appearance of a large number of financial crises, and particular the development and transmission of the
global financial crisis of 2007/08, imposes the need for taking appropriate corrective actions in the way of
functioning of the international financial system.
In that direction, the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision continuously monitor the changes that occur on
international financial market, such as: global financial crisis, new banking products and services, necessity for
finding new ways for identifying and managing the banking risks. Therefore, Committee in 2010 introduced new
Basel 3 standards in order to strengthen regulatory framework and to increase stability and resilience of the
financial sector. (BIS, 2013) The most significant changes that should be made concerning:
 Increasing the required level of capital for covering the risks undertaken by banks, with own capital (share
capital - ordinary shares, reserves and retained earnings). Capital adequacy ratio is a measure of the amount of a
bank's capital expressed as a percentage of its risk weighted credit exposures. This indicator measures how
resistant is the banking system on losses. (RBNZ, 2007)
 Total capital required rose to 8% — 10.5%.
 New Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR) which increases the level of high quality (cash or assets) assets that can
be converted into cash at little or no loss of value in private markets to meet its liquidity needs in 30-day period.
(BIS, 2012). This standard will reduce the bank run, improve the financial sector stability. Reliance on more
liquid assets will have a negative impact on bank’s profitability.
Also, there is one more liquidity standard - Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR) which should provide better
management of medium and long-term financial performance of the banks. This ratio should encourage banks to
rely on more stable source of funding (ex.deposits) and increase the competitiveness among banks.
After the Group of Governors and Heads of Supervision of the Basel Committee reached agreement on new
Basel capital and liquidity reform package, NBRM prepare information for introduction of Basel 3 standards. The
information contains an analysis of the increasing the level of capital required to cover the risks, the introduction of
international liquidity standard, and timeframe of their implementation and application. Information also contains
an analysis for evaluating the required capital level for coverage the risks in our banking system. (NBRM, 2010)
The analysis confirms that the Macedonian banks fulfill the new capital requirement rates. The capital adequacy
ratio is well above the new prescribed rate of 10.5% and accounted - 17%.
In order to ensure that the Macedonian banks operate according with generally accepted international standards,
NBRM adopted a new decision on the methodology for determining the capital adequacy. With this decision
change are made in the way the bank defined its own capital and are part of the activities for the application of
capital standards defined by the changes in the new Basel Capital Accord.
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Table 6. Capital adequacy ratio (CAR) in 2011
Country

CAR

Macedonia

17%

Czech Republic

16%

Hungary

12%

Poland

13.60%

Romania

13%

Slovenia

11.9%

Bosnia and Herzegovina

16

Bulgaria

17.80%

Croatia

19%

Source: UniCredit CEE Strategic Analysis (2012): CEE Banking Outlook.
Research has shown that the ratio of capital adequacy in the Macedonian banking system of 17% is among the
highest compared to the considered countries. Although, the high CAR promotes stability of the banking system, it
may serve to explain the low level of ROE in the banking system of the Republic of Macedonia (Table 6).
Since the main goal of this research is to show the level of profitability of the Macedonian banking system, in this
context, we should mention that there will be an increase in bank costs as a result of the introduction of the New
Basel Accord.
Thomas W. Killian (2010), says that higher common equity requirements of Basel III (from 2% to 4.5%) could
be expected to reduce bank profitability as expressed by return on common equity, put pressure on earnings per
share and lower growth potential.
In particular, the introduction of new international standards will increase the cost of funding, need for
reorganization and will reduce the profitability of the Macedonian banking system.
In this context it is important to mention that the necessary increase in the required capital may be an issue for
small-sized banks. These banks could raise the capital through their enlargement. We had a last example of such
consolidation of the banking capital in Macedonia in 2012, when Ziraat Bank AD merged to HalkBank. The
process of bank consolidation is supported by NBRM and is expected to continue in the future in order to improve
profitability, competitiveness in the banking system and improve the quality of the banking services.
According to bank experts the Macedonian banks continually cooperate with the NBRM in the field of
implementation of the new Basel Accord. To what measure the introduction of these standards will affect the
profitability of the Macedonian banking sector no one can be sure. It is well known that Basel III standards will be
phased in gradually by 2019 that goes in favor to banks.
5. Conclusion
As a result of the research done for this thesis we can accept the basic hypothesis and we can make a list of several
points as a conclusion, and they are as follows:
1) The research on the profitability of the Macedonian banking sector showed that the small-sized banks have a
major role in decreased profitability of the entire sector.
2) It is necessary to lower the number of banks existing in Macedonia through the processes of merging,
overtaking of the smaller banks by the big ones, in order to strengthen the competition in the banking sector.
3) Bank consolidation will have the following benefits for smaller banks:
- Increased market share
- Expansion of business activities
- Increased type and quality of service for their clients
- Increased competitiveness
- Increased profitability
- Rationalized expenses
- Strengthen the bank capital.
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4) It should be pointed that the introduction of the new Basel standards will influence the level of profitability of
banks in Macedonia. Furthermore, this process is expected to be implemented without difficulty in the expected
timeframe.
In order to improve the banking sector as a whole, it is also important to undertake some structural reforms of the
banking sector, which will be a topic of further discussion in the future.
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